Symposia
- Ab-initio Calculations and Supercomputing
- Advanced and Multifunctional Ceramics
- Advanced Materials Synthesized by Chemical Routes
- Atomic Layer Deposition
- Biomaterials and Polymers
- Characterization and Metrology
- Luminescence Phenomena: Materials and Applications
- Microelectronics and MEMS
- Nanostructures
- Photothermal Phenomena
- Plasma and Vacuum
- Renewable Energy: Solar Cells and Materials
- Semiconductors
- Thin Films
- Tribology
- Science Divulgation

Plenary Speakers
- Alexander V. Bulgakov, ITP, Russia
- Dominique Langevin, Université Paris Sud, France
- Giancarlo C. Righini, Centro Fermi, Italy.
- Javier Solís Céspedes, IO-CSIC, Spain
- Jiyoung Kim, UTDallas, USA
- Luis Mochan, UNAM, México
- Miguel Melendez Lira, Cinetav, México
- Talat Rahman, UCF, USA
- Xiangfeng Duan, UCLA, USA
- Manuel Quevedo, UTDallas, USA
- Fernando Rojas, UAM-Iztapalapa
- Invited Speaker, AVS, USA

Science and Technology Forum
- Ciro Falcony, Cinetav, México
- Ruben Barrera, UNAM, México
- Invited Speaker, UAS, México

Prizes
- Francisco Mejía Lira for scientific trajectory on the area of Surface and Materials Science.
- Intercovamex prize for Best Doctoral and Master Degree Thesis
- Best Conference Poster

Important Dates
- Abstract Submission Deadline: **July 3rd 2016**
- Early Bird payment: **August 31th 2016**
- Student grant application deadline: **July 31th 2016**
- Intercovamex prize deadline: **August 31th 2016**
- Francisco Mejía Lira deadline: **August 31th 2016**


**MAZATLÁN, MÉXICO**
September 26th to 30th 2016, Hotel Playa Mazatlán